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 Twenty-one years of development and experience have established Gulf Paints as a

significant trading and manufacturing corporation and one of the leading companies

in the U.A.E. Gulf Paints started its operations in 1982 with hundred per cent

National Capital. In its pursuit of excellence the company has repeated its sterling

performance year after successful year. The professionalism and dedication of the

company management and staff have been the key ingredient in the success of

Gulf Paints.Gulf Paints’ fields of operation embrace retail, wholesale and tender

business, and our customer base includes U.A.E. and international consumers.As

with any successful company, Gulf Paints is backed by excellent technical support.

Our laboratory staff includes chemists and technicians, providing quality control and

dynamic research and development.Quality is a vital component of Gulf paints, and

a major contributing factor to the company. Therefore we operate a quality

management system which complies with the requirements of ISO standards.Gulf

Paints was accredited ISO 9002 in 1995, later updated in 1998 and 2001. Also Gulf

Paints was awarded the Silver Medal of the H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Awards Silver Medal

in 1999, 2000 and 2001.Gulf Paints’ unmatched experience in decorative and

industrial production offers a wide range of products and services engineered for

specific applications in order to satisfy the divergent of tastes and address the

varied needs of our valued customers.Gulf Paints’ output includes water based,

alkeyed based, epoxy based, polyurethane based, and thermoplastic based
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products.Last but not the least, we pride ourselves on the strict compliance with all

applicable laws and regulations concerning industrial safety and environmental

protection.
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